Department of Anthropology
Assistant Professor, Anthropology of Science and Technology

The Tufts University Department of Anthropology <http://ase.tufts.edu/anthropology/> seeks a specialist at the rank of Assistant Professor in the Anthropology of Science and Technology. Applicants should possess a PhD by the time of appointment, be actively engaged in a program of field research, and demonstrate a strong record of scholarship. Geographical area open.

In addition to an active research program, candidates must demonstrate a commitment to excellence in teaching and advising. The successful candidate must be able to teach the Anthropology of Science and Technology as an introductory-level course, as a mid-level course with a regional or topical focus, and as an upper-level undergraduate seminar in the candidate’s area of research. The candidate will also be expected to teach History of Anthropological Thought in rotation. In addition to teaching and advising in Anthropology, faculty members sometimes advise students majoring in related interdisciplinary programs or engaged in other cross-disciplinary initiatives.

Applicants should submit a cover letter, CV, and three confidential reference letters to Interfolio apply.interfolio.com/25410 Review of applications begins October 1, 2014, and will continue until the position is filled.

Tufts University is an Affirmative Action, Equal Opportunity employer. We are committed to increasing the diversity of our faculty. Members of underrepresented groups are strongly encouraged to apply.

Questions about the position should be directed to Rosalind Shaw, Chair, Department of Anthropology, Tufts University at rosalind.shaw@tufts.edu. For help with Interfolio, please email help@interfolio.com or call (877) 997-8807.